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South Korea - A bridge linking land and
tradition
Renowned in the whole country as an
innovative and technologically advanced
infrastructure, the Yeonggwang Bridge
connects Baeksu-Eup and Hongnong-Eup to
Yeonggwang-gun in the Jeollanam-Do region
in South Korea. Started in 2008, the
construction of this cable-stayed bridge was
completed in 2016 after 8 years of hard
work. The new connection offers now a twolane 16.9m wide road for a total length of...

read more...

Latvia - VEF Culture Palace: White is an
evergreen
After a major restoration, the Palace of
Culture of Riga has recently reopened its
doors celebrating its new architectural and
organizational layout with a series of cultural
events. Various concerts, exhibitions, film
screenings, guided tours, and performances
organized by the Palace of Culture teams
provided the many visitors with the
opportunity to explore the renovated
premises, as well as to evaluate...

read more...

A successful LIGHT PASSION NIGHT!
On May 14 and 15 over 400 lighting
professionals took part in the Light Passion
Night organized by Eric Neumann, Managing
Director of the S.A. Hugo Neumann N.V., in
the company showroom located in WauthierBraine, Belgium and completely renovated
just on this special occasion. As GRIVEN’s
Authorized Distributor for Belgium, the

company invited us, along with other
manufacturers,...

read more...

Unlimited Outdoor Image Creation
Responding to an increasing demand of LED
image projection for exterior installations, the
brand-new, leading-edge GoboLED 7-Pro is
ready to hit the market. Packed with multiple
effects and patterns, GoboLED 7-Pro offers
broad creative design integration for
permanent exterior installations. Fitted with
one high power LED, this image projector
delivers a bright and accurate rendition of
graphic...

read more...

LFI 2018: An awaited success
As the U.S. largest annual architectural and
commercial lighting trade show and
conference, LIGHTFAIR® International,
which was held...

read more...
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